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SUMMARY 

As the cell wall is an essential organelle for the yeast Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae, its integrity must be maintained at all cost. The cell wall protects the cell 

from mechanical stress amongst which the turgor pressure from the cell itself, 

through its rigidity, and from cell wall degrading enzymes and antifungal peptides by 

means of a selective outer layer of cell wall mannoproteins. Furthermore it is 

important for the generation and maintenance of cellular shape and polarity. It must, 

however, never hinder growth, and therefore cell wall biosynthesis and cell growth, 

division and development must be well coordinated. Our knowledge of this 

coordination and of its regulation has much increased in recent years. Our 

understanding of the regulation of cell wall biosynthesis during the cell cycle, during 

various developmental programs and in response to cell wall weakening is reviewed 

in Chapter 1. 

In an effort to identify genes involved in the regulation of cell wall 

biosynthesis, we cloned CWH14/LST8, an essential gene that is highly conserved in 

eukaryotes. In Chapter 4 we describe that the temperature sensitive cwh14ts mutant 

had an altered cell wall composition, and at restrictive temperature revealed defects 

in cell separation, chitin deposition and bud site selection. These defects, and the 

secretion defects observed by Roberg et al. (1998), might be explained by the 

defective organization of the actin cytoskeleton: in the mutant, no actin cables could 

be observed, and the accumulation of actin in the neck that normally takes place 

during mitosis was also undetectable. 

We aimed to understand more about the coordination of cell wall biosynthesis 

and the cell division cycle. We therefore studied the transcription of several cell wall 

proteins during the cell cycle, and found that all five were periodically transcribed, in 

different phases of the cell cycle. This we describe in Chapter 2. In the mean time, 

micro-array studies of cell cycle transcription have taught us that more than half of 

the covalently linked cell wall proteins are transcribed in a cell cycle dependent 

manner. In Chapter 3, we chose to focus on three cell wall proteins, and determined 

their incorporation patterns. We found that none of the three proteins was uniformly 

incorporated into the wall, but that all three had a different pattern of incorporation. 

For T ip lp and Cwp2p, incorporated in unbudded mother cells and growing buds 

respectively, we determined that their localization completely depended on the time 

of transcription during the cell cycle. Exchange of promoter sequences of the genes 
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led to a complete reversal of the incorporation patterns of the proteins. The third 

protein, Cwplp , which is transcribed in the same period of the cell cycle as Cwp2p, 

was incorporated specifically in the birth scar. For the generation of this incorporation 

pattern, correct timing of transcription was essential, but additional information 

contained in sequences downstream of the start codon was also required. Another 

requirement for correct localization of Cwp lp was the presence and correct 

localization of chitin synthesized by chitin synthase II, indicating a novel mechanism 

for protein localization. 
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